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SMART DEVICE PROGRAMMING

fTime : 3 loxs
(Marjmum marks : 100)

PART -A
(Maximum marks : l0)

I Answer a// questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 2 marks.

l List any two mobile operating systems.

2. Define the term - Intent.

3. Write the use of Android manifest file.

4. State the basic difference between TextView and EditText.

5. Write the use of event attributes in HTMLs. (5x2 = l0)

PART - B

Maximum marks : 30)

II Answer any.fve of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks.

1 . Write the steps to install Eclipse.

2. Describe the steps to create Android Virtual Device.

3. Describe the method to pass data between activities using intents with an example.

4. Describe Table, and Frame layouts of Android.

5. Write a short note on Android menu. Explain any two t)?es of menu.

6. Explain any six font style properties in CSS3.

7. Describe any four advantages of PhoneGap. (5x6 = 30)
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PART - C

(Maximum marks: CI)

(Arswer one fdl, question from each unit Each full question carries 15 marks.)

UNrr - I

m (a) Explain about Android SDK. Describe the steps to install Android SDK.

(b) Describe any four features of Apple iOS.

On

(a) List and explarn any four mobile technologies.

(b) Describe any fow features of Android Studio.

UNlr - Il

(a) Explain about different components of Android-

(b) With a suitable example explain the procedure to link activities ming intents.

On

(a) Explain about life cycle of activity in android with diagram.

O) Describe the terms (i) Bundle, (ii) Implicit intent, (iii) Explicit intent

UNrr - III

(a) Explain about intemal data storage and its read and write operations.

(b) Explain about SQLite and database creation using SQLite in Android.

On

(a) Describe the uses of Button, Radio button, Image button, and Toggle button.

(b) Explain about content providers and various types of content providers.

UNrr - IV

(a) List and explain any six HTML 5 Multimedia Tags for mobile applications.

(b) How CSS3 can be used for layout ? Explain.

On

(a) With a suitable example explain how to create a CSS style sheet.

(b) List and explain any five HTML 5 layout tags for mobile applications.
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